Turnaround time (TAT), is the total time interval from when a request for forensic laboratory analysis is received until when the results are collected by the client. The performance of the forensic science laboratory (FSL) is affected by extended TAT in the case-file and sample processing steps necessitating critical analysis reported in this paper. The total TAT was obtained as the sum of measured time interval for each work station (six of which were studied). Extended TAT leads not only to customer complaints, but also paves way for customers to seek for services from competitors, leading to lost competitive edge for the FSL. This study was conducted to establish the baseline data on TAT (between 2014 and 2015) to enable implementation of corrective actions. Six casefile processing steps were identified for which starting and completion times were recorded in dates, giving TAT values in days. The TAT data for each step was collected as each case file is processed and analyzed separately using statistical analysis while comparing the data for the two years (Y2014 and Y2015) and among three forensic science laboratory disciplines (biology/DNA, chemistry and toxicology). The overall turnaround time (TTAT) was the highest for forensic biology/DNA compared to forensic toxicology and chemistry. The analysis time (TAT 2 ) was the longest of all six case-file processing steps. Using Pareto analysis, the three major steps necessitating root-cause analysis and intervention to minimize TAT were analysis turnaround time (TAT 2 ), report collection time (TAT 6 ) and report review time (TAT 4 ). It was concluded that the causes for extended TAT are within control by the FSL management, although financial and human resources are required.
Introduction
Sample management in forensic science laboratory is part of process control, one of the essentials of a quality management system, implemented to ensure that the samples received are handled within the right time without jeopardizing the requirements needed to produce accurate test results in the valid time called the turnaround time (TAT). The term TAT describes the interval when a test is requested to the time when the client or the requesting authority collects the results [1] [2] . In this study, data were collected and analyzed as case files and samples are continuously received at each step to determine the bottlenecks leading to extended turnaround time.
The forensic science undertaken by the FSL covers a wide range of scientific disciplines using scientists of a wide range of skills. The main function of the FSL is to provide impartial scientific evidence for use in the court of law. This is usually as a result of a police inquiry, where scientific evidence is needed to help the police with their investigations. The FSL's current product portfolio includes world first advances in DNA interpretation, automated DNA profiling with software solutions for data analysis, forensic chemistry and toxicology analytical outputs. World class service FSLs are characterized by their efforts towards reducing the total time required for reporting the results of investigations, also called timeliness. The difference is, timeliness of results reporting has not been a major research focus in forensic science but in clinical laboratories [3] [4] [5] .
Timeliness which is expressed as the TAT is often used by the FSL as the benchmark for laboratory performance. A short laboratory analysis step TAT helps the scientists to start interpretation of the test results earlier for a particular case-file which leads to client's satisfaction. Analytical results and interpretation are certainly affected by delays in sample processing [6] .
Currently, accuracy, reliability and timely reporting of laboratory test results are considered an important aspect of the services provided by the FSL. Faster turnaround time can make big investigative difference. Moreover, the judiciary wants reports as rapidly as possible to allow legal proceedings to start. It has also been shown that outcomes in certain situations (such as criminal proceedings) have been affected by timely reporting of forensic laboratory tests results [7] .
Turnaround time includes the pre-analytical phase (expressed in this study as initial administrative processes), analytical and post-analytical time (expressed as report writing, report review, report approval and collection by client), which implements wider categorization of the processes than literature reports [1] 45 Engineering [9] . Increased attention to investigators and the judiciary needs is demonstrated by efforts to improve the quality of the entire services provided, e.g., reduction of laboratory TAT, although delays outside the laboratory are also critical. The availability of the results from a forensic science laboratory in definite time increases the client's satisfaction and also proves the forensic scientists' efficiency.
The laboratory turnaround time can also be defined differently according to the test type (fast track versus routine), type of analysis and institution. TAT is one of the most noticeable signs of laboratory service and is often used as a key performance indicator of laboratory performance.
Most FSLs are constantly pressurized to deliver results more quickly. Recent studies have reported that most clients' dissatisfaction with laboratory services resulted from the turnaround time of results. The analytical phase of testing often contributes significantly more to the total TAT than both the pre-analytical and post-analytical phases. This study defines pre-analytical phase as time from submission of a written request and samples to the time laboratory analysis commences. Unfortunately, many steps in the pre-analytical phase, such as specimen collection and transport to the laboratory, are often beyond the laboratory's direct control, and are not included in this study.
Sample preparation is a pre-analytical process that can be controlled by the laboratory [10] . Thus, it is included in this analysis as part of laboratory analysis time. A viable option to improve sample handling in the FSL is automation. Installation of total laboratory automation systems has been shown to dramatically improve laboratory TAT and throughput. However, even with automation, centrifugation is still a lengthy step in specimen processing that can take even longer than the analysis of the specimen (for example, toxicological analysis). The sample preparation for DNA testing, for instance, is also lengthy compared to forensic chemistry analysis. The overall TAT was broken into 6 steps, that is:
pre-analytical phase (initial administrative procedures), analysis time (once the samples are received by analysts), report writing phase, report review time and report approval process [10] . The report collection delay by clients was also analyzed in order to assist in debottlenecking the case flow management problems in the courts.
The objective of this study was to determine the TAT of the FSL processes and to evaluate the contribution of six analytical phases (namely the initial administrative processes, analysis time, reporting writing review report, approval of report and report collection by client).
Literature Review
This study reviewed the literature regarding FSLs turnaround time, focusing on the different definitions, measures, association with analytical outcomes and approaches to minimize TAT [1] . In particular, the study focuses on analysis of turnaround time during the sample management and case-file processing. One of the most visible and talked about areas of laboratory service is how fast a test In addition, given that non-analytical delays could make the largest fraction of the TTAT [12] , TAT has been considered for intra-laboratory activities only. In the DVI, for example, type and procedure of sample collection and managing the sample causes delays in interpretation of results by FSL. The effects of TAT have been studied in hospitals, with correlations being drawn between the length of stay of the specimen or sample and performance of the emergency department [1] . As a result, TAT is often considered the most significant measure of a laboratory's performance.
TAT has been described in a number of ways by the researchers. The "total testing cycle" describes TAT as consortium of nine steps: ordering, collection, identification, transport, preparation, analysis, reporting, interpretation and action. While clinicians consider TAT from the time the test is ordered to results
reporting, laboratory professionals usually use specimen receipt to reporting of results as TAT [13] . A recent assessment of laboratory turnaround time indicated that analysis of this time interval has helped in defining the cause of delay, which is then monitored by the improvement in TAT via identification of cause factors and problem solving towards reduced TAT [14] .
Reducing TAT comprise of determined actions in combination or in isolation such as recognizing and quantifying the components of the TAT, eliminating non-productive steps in the laboratory operations process, categorizing the tired rate, measuring and eliminating errors, and reducing batch size. Many researchers have reported various methods to shorten laboratory TAT [15] - [21] . A real-time TAT monitoring system, have been reported in literature [22] . Recognizing what makes up the turnaround time and quantifying it is a first step in minimizing TAT. Non-analytical delays, such as transporting and reporting delays, are the main causes of extended laboratory TAT [12] [23]. The second action involves removal of all of the non-productive or uneconomical steps in the process. After identifying the overall turnaround time there is a need to eliminate all activities that do not add value to clients. Reduction of TAT needs to have the work flowing through the FSL processes at the same frequency as the clients demand, for instance, consideration of shift system or emergency service and out-sourcing of analysis (referred samples).
Although in the past, laboratories have focused on TAT for performance assessment, a more appropriate method of benchmarking might be to set analytically driven TAT targets and assess performance as the percentage of results achieving this goal [24] . Extended TAT leads to complaints from clients [22] , while adequate TAT goes unremarked [25] . Despite advances in analytical technology, many laboratories have difficulties improving their TATs. The judiciary [26] . Analysts, however, desire a rapid, reliable and efficient service delivered at low cost [27] .
Many health laboratories have judged general quality of services by means of TATs measured in minutes while in FSL the TATs are measured in days. However, TAT diverges greatly based on individual FSL and the category of test under consideration, reduction of which is a key towards laboratory performance improvement [24] . Hence, short TAT is important both from a forensic science and commercial point of view. This issue is very important and in general, laboratories do not stress enough on its significance, while timely criminal justice decisions depend on timely reporting.
Other methods on how to improve TAT is explained by first elaborating the multifactorial analysis which shows TAT to be affected by a variety of factors that can be placed in two categories. The factors affecting TAT include the nature of the FSL staff, extent of computerization, method of sample transport and FSL organization and management in general [28] [29] . Process mapping to identify rate-limiting steps within the laboratory is useful and simple improvements should be considered before complex steps such as total laboratory automation and computerization are considered [15] [30] . Improving the specific components of TAT will finally reduce the overall TAT.
There is no publicly available resource which provides laboratory-specific turnaround times for FSL. This lack of information may be due to variations in the methods of calculating turnaround times among laboratories, caused by differences in SOPs, administrative settings and legal requirements and also due to lack of resources to track TAT in FSLs. Reasons for extended TAT from literature are wide in nature. Among other factors from the literature, which have been found to affect TAT of forensic laboratory, it is the sample size. It has been reported that results were available sooner in general forensic laboratory than in an appellate forensic laboratory and in smaller rather than larger laboratories with more than three disciplines of forensic science [5] . the analysis commences until when it is completed ready for report writing. After report writing by the analysts, the report is submitted to the manager for review before an approval process begins. All the timing is recorded on the SAR form, modified to suit data collection during this research work.
Methodology

Study Area
Second Route-The Approval Process
Evidence report with conclusion is completed by the analyst before a comparison or review is completed by the laboratory manger. Information of the examined exhibit, records and data results are written by the analyst. It is then forwarded to the laboratory manager for interpretation as the draft report (denoted as report review process). This is followed by sending the reviewed report strike-through must be drawn through the error; and initialed and dated by the director by making the changes. The director forwards the report requesting for second approval by the CGC, who scrutinizes clarity and accuracy of the reports, avoiding overly technical terminologies and misleading statements. The CGC approves the report as the third report approval. This is followed by forwarding the approved report to the SRO after copies are made and documented, waiting for collection.
The process flowsheet shown in Figure 1 has two main paths which are the instruction and approval paths, described above. On the other hand, the sample/exhibit follows its own path parallel to the documents during the first path, indicated by dotted lines in Figure 1 . This flow ends at the laboratory after analysis is completed. Based on sample and case-file processing as shown in Figure   1 , the time delay to accomplish each task at a given work station for both paths (instructive and approval) contributes to the overall or total turnaround time (TTAT). 
Identification of the Components of Turnaround Time during Case-File Processing
Determination of Turnaround during Case-File Processing
Based on sample and case-file processing as shown in Figure 1 , the time delay to accomplish each task at a given work station contributes to the overall or total turnaround time (TTAT). In this study, the components of the TTAT were analyzed so as to give an insight of the critical control points or bottlenecks in the overall management of the FSL. Table 3 summarizes the datasheet to be used for determination of TAT and its components. In this analysis, about twenty action points can be evaluated for time delays, leading to T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , ···, T 19 , T 20 , time interval measurement points in the whole process, as shown in Table 1 . It should be noted that time intervals for each step were determined based on the starting and completion dates. Out of 20 action points, time intervals were combined to yield 6 steps from the time samples and written request for analysis are received at the SRO (denoted in Figure 2 as START), to the time analytical report is collected by the client (denoted as END). Table 2 shows the major activities in the case-file processing steps and the group of delays included for each step to define six TAT components studied in details.
Furthermore, the shorter TAT will indicate more productive work station. Thus, six steps of case-file processing cycle (also referred to as components of the TTAT) were identified and analyzed as listed in Table 2 . For each interval in Table 1 and Table 2 , data was collected for a number of case-files, denoted as N, as repetitive cycles, leading to a time series of TAT values. Statistical analysis lead to average values, standard deviation, etc. PDFs and CDFs. Variations in TAT from case-file to another were measured by standard derivation, used as a measure of TAT repeatability or reproducibility. Moreover, the span of TAT data (a measure of variability and a measure of the problem of extended TAT) was presented using probability density function (PDFs) and cumulative distribution functions (CDFs).
Turnaround Time Analysis
Turnaround time analysis was accomplished determination of actions to be performed, for which turnaround times for six actions were determined and recorded. The total TAT for a Forensic science case-file (also called the actual time) was determined as per Equation (1):
TTAT TAT TAT TAT TAT TAT TAT
where TAT 1 = time for initial administrative processes, TAT 2 = analysis time, TAT 3 = report writing time, TAT 4 = report review approval 1 + 2 time, TAT 5 = final port approval, and TAT 6 = report collection delay. In this study, the number of casefiles attended within the FSL, was N 1 = 778 for the year 2014 and N 2 = 690 for the subsequent year 2015. Using the total turnaround time and knowing that TTAT represents time to complete one case-file, the productivity of FSL for laboratory analytical process (which is a measure of throughput, number of case-files per day) denoted as λ cp , was estimated as per Equation (2): 
The theoretical turnaround time TAT th (total time for value added activities) First approval from the Director followed by finally approved by CGC. The TAT is the time from when the report is submitted to the Director for approval to the time the report is approved by CGC.
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Report collection delay involves time from the date the report is approved by CGC, transferred to SRO to the time the report is collected by the client.
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processes during which a sample is attached to the instrument) that is TAT analysis determined as per Equation (3) 
The TAT for non-productive time, TAT np , was determined as per Equation (4):
On the other hand, the turnaround time performance ratio (T PR ) was determined using Equation (4): Figure 3 shows the distribution of the case-files processed by different ranks of employees during laboratory analysis for the two years studied. The lower cadres of Chemist II and Technologist II which are always attached to the Senior and Principal chemists as part of training and capacity building, forms the workhorse of the FSL, processing larger portion of case-files in both Y2014 and Y2016. Results show that the pr3incipal chemists contributed very small t the case-files processing in the two consecutive years. It is recognized that the higher the rank, the higher the expected engagement in the laboratory processes. Such employee will increase innovation, productivity, and bottom-line performance while reducing costs related to hiring and retention in highly competitive talent markets of FSLs. This is different from the observation made in the FLS, whereas, the higher ranks contributed very little. This is attributable to more administrative responsibilities for the professional staff, which become least engaged with laboratory analytical processes. In addition, higher ranks may have a critical effect on the performance of the FSL, including reduction in TAT. While it is the responsibility of the manager of the laboratory to supervise all the processes, they are eventually excluded from bench work as analysts. Moreover, they increasingly play a role in training of new laboratory staff both informally and formally. Figure 4 shows the PDF of turnaround times recorded for the initial administrative processes prior to commencement of laboratory analysis. The PDF presents the data collected using 709 and 690 case-files assessed in Y2014 and Y2015, respectively. The average time taken to complete the initial administrative procedures was reduced from 3.4 to 2.4 days from Y2014 to Y2015. Standard deviation shows that in Y2015, the data was more reproducible indicating improved supervision of the processes.
Results and Discussion
Ranks of Analysts Performing Analytical Work for the Reported Casefiles
Initial Administrative Procedures' Time
Due to laxity in the movement of the forms and readiness to issue instructions, the average time delay before analysis can commence was about 2.4 days. Improvements should be made to reduce this time to 1 day. This delay contributes strongly to the total TAT, which can be minimized easily by making changes and improvements in the way administrative duties are carried out.
Further analysis of the initial administrative delay data shows that S k = 6.8 and 5.8 for Y2014 and Y2015, respectively, indicating that there exists few data points with higher TAT values at this step in Y2015 than in Y2014. Positive skewness indicates leading to an extended tail towards the right covering longer TAT in the PDF shown in Figure 4 , which were however, at very low frequency.
A higher standard deviation for data used in Figure 3 indicates stronger variations in the time consumed by initial administrative process once the samples and requests for analysis are received to the FSL, which indicates an inconsistence in the management of case-files during non-laboratory operations, which shows improvements in Y2015.
There are five administrative steps in the process denoted as the initial administrative process, as per Figure 1 . That is, sample analysis request (SAR)-a point of action when the SRO receives the request from the requesting authority; request for instructions-when the SRO submits the request to the CGCS' office;
instruction-1-instructions given by CGC including the distribution of the request to the respective directorate; instruction-2-when the director instructs the manager of the respective laboratory on the type of analysis to be done or method to be employed on the specific case and instruction-3-which is the actual assignment given to the analyst by the manager before laboratory analysis commences. It is the distribution of work depending on the skills and competence and facilities available. The observed modal value of 1 day indicates that most case-files take one day to complete the initial administrative processes. 
Sample Movement Turnaround Time
During initial administrative procedures samples are also transferred to the re- Figure 1 and Figure 2 . Being a parallel process, this step is not included in the determination of total turnaround time, TTAT (as per Equation (1)). Figure   5 shows the PDF of sample movement turnaround time data for the two consecutive years. The average TAT s was observed to increase from 14.7 to 58.3 days, being longer than TAT 1 . Different from TAT 1 , the TAT s data follows logarithmic PDF, with long extended tails to the right. Two peaks were identified for the TAT s data, that is, a larger number of case-files whose corresponding samples are transferred within 1 day, and another peak at TAT s = 5 days and 7 days for Y2015 and Y2014, respectively. Based on the results presented in Figure 5 , it can be concluded that there was laxity in sample movement in Y2015 than in Y2014, creating a bottleneck in the FSL performance by affecting the commencement of laboratory analysis. This is an administrative process that requires attention. Thus, TAT should be optimized to minimize fluctuations so that TAT can be repeatable and reproducible over long run. Variable TAT may cause quality problems and customer dissatisfaction. In this work, the span of the TAT data (variability) was presented using cumulative probability density functions (CDFs)
Laboratory Analysis Turnaround Time for Each FSL Discipline
as shown in Figure 5 . Comparing the CDF S for TAT 2 data, it can be seen that they have the same Figure 8 . CDFs of all laboratories analysis turnaround time data. Engineering shape for 2014 and 2015 indicating that the time series emanate from a system affected by similar factors which did not change between the two years in all laboratories. The extended TAT 2 for biology/DNA laboratory can also be attributed to technical delays including difficulty with instrument such as malfunctioning of the instrument, sample resubmission delay, lack of competence among analysists and investigators, commitment of analysts, lack of supportive supervision, etc. Issues that arise from challenging samples, degraded or putrefied samples tend to produce abnormal results requiring verification (Steindel, 1995) .
Based on Figure 7 and for data collected in Y2015, about 3%, 7.9% and 42% of case-files, are completed within the same day, while 15%, 12.3% and 70.5% of case-files are completed within 7 days in forensic biology/DNA, toxicology and chemistry laboratories. The GCLA clients' charter pledged 14 days, which corresponds only to 18.8%, 36%, and 82.8% of completed case-files in the laboratory analysis process step for forensic biology/DNA, toxicology and chemistry laboratories, respectively, for data collected in Y2015.
A number of case-files are completed within short TAT 2 depending on the nature of the case-file, sample influx (Manyele, 2017) and type of samples, factors which cause difficulties, challenges and extended TAT 2 . However, for forensic chemistry case-files, the TAT 2 is shorter compared to other forensic science laboratories due to the fact that the required results for responding to the prosecution require short process compared to forensic biology/DNA and toxicology. In biology/DNA laboratory, samples that are not associated with criminal issues, such as civil cases, analysis is performed within 7 -14 days. Extended TAT 2 for forensic laboratory analysis is generally caused by diagnosis of the case-file itself. For instance, general paternity case is simple compared to those involving rape issues, murder, and drug of abuse combined in one case-file. Most requests that require short TAT 2 are those cases submitting samples of drugs of abuse.
For such cases, the initial analysis results are good enough to satisfy the client and also give data that may be used to make decisions. In forensic chemistry, capacity building is much less complicated as tests are straight forward compared to the forensic biology/DNA discipline which requires multi-disciplinary subjects or parameters to master the field of analysis.
Report Writing Time Turnaround Time
Each FSL has specific requirements and procedures given in the respective dis- The laboratory report will address the specific legal requirements accordingly, and follow the general format guidelines, such as title with the laboratory identification number, name of analyst, reviewer and the name of person who authorizes the report. Also, it will have an introductory part and objectives, methods, results, discussion and conclusions. However, it should be noted that, the introductory part of the report illustrate the level of scientific progress involved, evaluation of which varies substantially among the three forensic science disciplines. Figure 9 compares the average values of TAT 3 for the three FSL laboratory disciplines for Y2014 and Y2014.
Biology/DNA reports took longest turnaround time (up to 10 days) compared to the forensic chemistry which took up to 3 days only on average, and forensic toxicology which took 1 day only. The extended turnaround time during report writing for forensic biology/DNA is acceptable as it involves careful interpretation of data generated by the Genetic Analyzer and careful interpretation to yield useful forensic conclusions. To achieve reduction in TAT 3 for forensic biology/DNA laboratory, increasing the number of analysts will be the best solution. Comparing the PDF from the two years, the maximum values for TAT 3 for the two years were observed to be too high, requiring reduction measures, despite that they appear at very low frequency. Moreover, the complexity of the case-file such as having too many samples and the need for comparing results in the case-file can lead to extended TAT 3 . Such longer times can be minimized by in-house training (which is cost effective), involving customized content offered to analysts from time to time. Practices in report writing, will have a consistent quality improvement and convenience, and exposure to different cases of analytical results which require reports.
Report Review Turnaround Time
Laboratory report is one of the written communications within the scientific community and specifically between forensic laboratory and the judiciary.
Moreover, understanding the components that generate a well written FSL report is essential. The study is meant to improve writing abilities among new FSL staff increasing the motivation, engagement and responsibility for timely review of forensic science laboratory reports. Review of the laboratory reports can be explained as a method of evaluating work performance and results, ability to enhance skills needed in the typical workforce, communication, and leadership, but also critical thinking skills and organizational competitiveness. when report writing is completed until when the report is submitted to the director for approval (as shown in Figure 1 ). In this study, it was observed that report review time, TAT 4 , took approximately 3.0, 10.7 and 12.9 days on average for biology/DNA, chemistry and toxicology laboratories, respectively for 2015, as shown in Figure 11 . Toxicology and chemistry laboratory reports took exceedingly too long to review than DNA reports, which is contrary to expectations.
However, there are exceptional cases were the review takes longer, especially in cases of reports that are of high profile and require more scrutiny, which are always of criminal nature. The extended average TAT 4 for the year 2015 can be attributed to the report reviewers' absence while attending increased number of court sessions in 2015. This is because the laboratory managers and other gazetted scientists are required to provide expert witness in courts all over the country, leaving pending report to be reviewed. Moreover, analytical report drafters with lack of experience causes report review to take longer, as an on job training. and conceptual areas. This is when the manager has to observe if the actual equipment were used, appropriate protocols and procedures were adhered to and the costing was properly done as per tests conducted. In addition, the review will establish if the reports having the analytical results communicate with the management and the client or if it has enough information such that the similar work need not be repeated. It is noted that due to complexity of forensic science analytical work, if the necessary amount of sample submitted is not adequate or there is a need for re-submission of any other appropriate specimen for the specific tests reports remain without review. However, some literature state that it was difficult to capture the TAT for report review which is also known as "accessioning to results" since the reports were released in a computerized manner (Stotler and Kraz, 2012). This study however, has shown a possibility of capturing report review time (TAT 4 ) using results submission forms.
Final Report Approval Process Turnaround Time
Final report approval process time delay (TAT 5 ) comprises of the initial approval by the director followed by final approval from the CGC who is responsible for reports delivered by the FSL. This time starts when reviewed report is submitted to the director until the report is finally approved by CGC. The need for approval is mainly due to legal requirements and authentication of the reports used for courts and partly to provide the investigation team with authentic reports. Proper communication between two entities is required, as this scenario affects the FSL competitiveness.
The need for completing paperwork or chain-of-custody documentation from Figure 13 . The probability density function data of report collection time delay. Presence of mixtures of DNA from a crime scene, and the biological materials collected at different crime scenes are never exposed to exactly the same conditions, therefore, the samples tend be challenging during processing, leading to extended TAT 2 .
Analysis of Turnaround Times for Different Casefile Processing Steps
Severe degradation of the samples of DNA begins immediately after death. Which is one of the reasons analytical processes such as PCR are difficult for degraded materials that are commonly found at crime scenes. DNA in aged skeletal remains may be subjected to chemical modifications such as oxidative and hydrolytic damage. This is another major challenge when analyzing minute amounts of DNA from old skeletal remains which is a time consuming process. In addition, different approaches to remove or destroy contamination have been investigated.
In addition, for the case of forensic chemistry, several factors may be the source of time delay which includes samples received being masked with other materials that do not have drug of abuse characteristics. Also, samples may be received which are of a combination of different types of drugs known as cocktails of drugs. Other types of samples received are soaked with other organic substances such as tea leaves, coffee, cashew nuts, etc. For the case of forensic toxicology, samples may be received with inappropriate preservative, wrong sampled organ, or wrong timing of sampling depending on the incidence and samples that are received while deteriorated. All these aspects extend TAT 2 and hence extended TTAT.
Analysis of Total Turnaround Time for Case-Files from Different FSL Disciplines
The values of TAT available in the literature from the other forensic science laboratories in the World are quiet higher compared to these findings. The management of the respective forensic science discipline, regular quality assurance, meeting with the technical staff and strict adherence to policies and procedures are the strategic details of these low figures reported in this study. However, these low Figures do not justify the delays to be acceptable. The extended time delay prompted FSL to procure a new LC/MS/MS automated analyzer, and develop a competence plan so as to reduce significantly the TAT in the near future. A follow up study of similar nature with statistical analysis is required to prove the above hypothesis after installation of new equipment. Regular audit of such data will help in the evaluation of the efficiency of the laboratory and hence corrective measures taken accordingly. This is important for providing better FSL service and hence increasing the competitiveness of the Engineering organization. By restructuring the pre and post-analytical processes, the TAT of the forensic science laboratories can be reduced (Chung et al., 2009 ). Figure 15 compares the values of total turnaround times TTAT from the three FSL disciplines for the Y2015. Generally, the TTAT for forensic biology/DNA was the highest compared to forensic toxicology and forensic chemistry attributable to longer TAT 2 , causes of which were discussed above. This analysis comprises the TAT starting from the date a request is made to collection of the report. The average TTAT for each FSL, for the two years, as presented in Figure 14 shows that, in all consecutive years, TTAT for forensic biology and DNA have been extended. This may be due to the complexity of analysis and sensitivity of the samples that are received in this laboratory.
The analysis of the total turnaround times for each laboratory discipline leads to the consideration of the fraction of the TTAT comprised of laboratory analysis time. It can be seen in Figure 14 that the TAT 2 was the highest in the forensic biology/DNA and forensic toxicology, with exception of forensic chemistry where the exceedingly longer time was the report collection delay. The percentage pf the TAT 2 as a fraction of TTAT is also shown in Figure 15 . While the TAT 2 comprise of 19.1% of the total turnaround time for forensic chemistry, results show that it comprised of 41.6% and exceedingly 68.9% for forensic toxicology and biology/DNA, respectively. Efforts for TTAT reduction should then focus on analysis turnaround time, for these two laboratories.
Based on Equation (3), the percentage of the theoretical turnaround time,
TAT th , was determined as shown in Figure 15 . Results show that the percentage of TAT th is lower for forensic chemistry, at 60%, indicating that 40% of the time of comprised of non-productive activities. The productive activities comprise a large fraction of the time for forensic biology/DNA (TAT th = 84.2%) and forensic toxicology (TAT th = 71.5%). Reduction of the report collection time will improve the performance of the FSL significantly. 
Pareto Analysis for the TTAT for the Casefile Processing Steps
Pareto analysis is a statistical analysis technique used in decision-making for the selection of a small number of factors contributing 80% of the problem or bottlenecks but which produce significant overall effect when solved by utilizing 20% of the available resources. It uses the Pareto Principle (also known as the 80/20 rule). Once the predominant problems are identified, tools like the fish-bone analysis can used to identify the root causes of the problems. The application of Pareto analysis in this study combines all TTAT components from the time a request for analysis is submitted until report is collected, as shown in Figure 16 . Note that the objective of this analysis was to identify key laboratory processes causing extended turnaround time in the three laboratory disciplines.
Major target points to concentrate efforts were observed to differ between each laboratory discipline, that is, the list of TAT components contributing to 80% of the total turnaround time were different between the three laboratories. Using a horizontal line at a cumulative percent of 80%, only one factor was identified for forensic biology/DNA that is, TAT 2 . For the case of forensic chemistry, three steps were identified, that is TAT 6 , TAT 4 and TAT 2 , in this order. For the forensic toxicology laboratory, two steps were identified to cause extended turnaround time, that is, TAT 2 followed by TAT 6 . Using Venn diagram concept, it can be seen that TAT 2 forms a core problem of extended turnaround time for all the three laboratories, while TAT 6 affects mainly forensic chemistry and forensic toxicology. On the other hand TAT 4 affects only forensic chemistry. These are the three components which need to be solved in order to reduce total turnaround time for the FSL laboratories. However, report collection delay (TAT 6 ) is caused by factors internal and external to FSL, so that its control must involve dealing with clients or staff external to FSL. Results show also that bottlenecks can differ from year 2014 to year 2015 based on the average values of TAT 2 from these two years ( Figure 6 ). Thus, this analysis should be applied from time to time to identify true bottlenecks instead of 
Root Cause Analysis for Extended Turnaround Time
The extended TAT challenge can be explained in the form of product design and quality problem inhibition to detect potential factors causing an overall effect in FSL competitiveness. Cause-and-effect diagrams commonly known as fishbone diagram, showing factors and the root causes for critical factors affecting total TAT were used. The typical categories of factors include personnel, management, instrument and equipment, and supply chain processes. Figure 16 show that in this study the primary causes of extended TAT problem have been identified as the analysis turnaround time (TAT 2 ), report collection delay and report review turnaround time. Table 3 however, shows the major causes of extended TAT identified above and some caused for delays in additional steps, based on fish bone classification system. Delays due to SCM challenges, sample influx for casefiles especially forensic chemistry, machine availability-due to extended delay for service as a result of relying on foreign/overseas service providers and forex, inadequate scheduled staff for analysis especially processing the exhibits or samples; sample quality and quantity as a challenge which increases the rate of reprocessing the exhibits or samples.
Report collection delays (TAT 6 )
Lack of communication-no feed back to the client for any inconveniences or report due for collection, in adequate customer care management training, clients schedule, transport for collection by client, request is from rural areas which is far from the central FSL. Lack of computerized system in record management, lack of trained personnel for record management, inadequate computing facilities, inadequate working space for keeping and categorizing the paper work 5 Report writing time (TAT 3 )
Inadequate computing facilities leading to user queues during report writing; inexperienced analysts in report writing, lack of scheduled or periodic in-house training programs for report writing skills; experienced staff in attendance of court sessions keep incomplete reports pending; lack of engagement among analysts, lack of motivation and seriousness among experienced analysts. 
Conclusion
Ensuring that the forensic test results are reported timely will assist in optimizing forensic science laboratory stakeholders and the criminal justice system at large. However, there are many challenges and factors that cause the extended time for any process within the forensic science laboratories. For instance, in this study, casefile in FSL are attended by analysts with different ranks leading to differences in turnaround times for analysis phase. Due to differences in SOPs, machines and procedures, different laboratories were observed to have different laboratory analysis turnaround time and hence different TTAT. More delays occur during laboratory analysis time (TAT 2 ) compared to other steps. Thus, TAT 2 varies between case-files, between analysts of the same laboratory, and between different laboratory disciplines. The PDFs indicated wide variations in TAT 2 data with same shape for different years and for different laboratory disciplines. It was also observed that Forensic biology/DNA had the highest TAT 2 .
The PDFs of TAT 3 were similar between 2014 and 2015, and also among the three laboratories. Final report approval turnaround time, TAT 5 , has the same pattern as that of report review process time (TAT 4 ) which also decreased between 2014 and 2015. The report review, approval and collection turnaround time data were similar in shape and span, all contributing to the total TAT. More often, case reports are collected just after their completion, or in other words of writing the report, although extended delays have been observed to contribute to the total TAT. Forensic biology/DNA laboratory had the highest overall average total turnaround time (TTAT) among other FSL disciplines for the year 2015, while TTAT was the lowest for forensic chemistry. The time for initial administrative procedures TAT 1 , contributed less to the total TAT for all laboratory disciplines. According to Pareto analysis for the six different case-file processing steps, the targets steps for reducing TAT are the analysis turnaround time (TAT 2 ), report collection delays (TAT 6 ) and extended report review time (TAT 4 ). The TAT 6 reduction for this step may require communication strategies, awareness raising, stakeholders meeting and report delivery improvements, as it involved external clients.
